The “modern epidemic” of overdiagnosis is increasingly recognised as a significant source of harm and waste within healthcare systems.\(^1,\)\(^2\) Overdiagnosis happens when people are given a diagnostic label for a disease or condition that will not harm them.\(^2\) It can lead to unnecessary tests and treatments and take health resources away from people who could benefit most. There are reliable estimates that in the United States alone, perhaps a third of all spending may be wasted, including US$200 billion a year spent on overtreatment.\(^3\) While healthcare systems based more on solidarity will be unlikely to have that magnitude of waste, there is a growing sense that too much medicine is a global phenomenon.

Overdiagnosis and overtreatment have many cultural, commercial and technological causes, including the use of new diagnostic technology which can detect smaller and smaller “abnormalities” among healthy people, many of which will never go on to cause harm.\(^4\) While estimates vary, an expert meeting convened by the US National Cancer Institute observed in 2013, “overdiagnosis is common” and occurs “frequently with cancer screening”\(^5\) – including for example, with breast cancer screening.\(^6\) Another important driver of overdiagnosis is the expansion of disease definitions and the lowering of diagnostic thresholds that cause more people with milder problems or at lower risk to be labelled as sick – including those for whom a label may do more harm than good.\(^4\)

Growing evidence about the problem of medical excess is sparking many responses around the world. The influential journal \textit{JAMA Internal Medicine} has launched the \textit{Less is More} series, designed to bring attention to the problem of medical excess, and encourage rigorous research into the problem and solutions.\(^7\) The \textit{Choosing Wisely} campaign, or its equivalents – created by a rare partnership between health professionals and consumer organisations – is now running in more than a dozen nations, offering advice to the public on which medical interventions are being overused\(^8\). And one of the world’s oldest and most respected medical journals, \textit{The BMJ} has initiated its \textit{Too Much Medicine} campaign which “aims to highlight the threat to human health posed by overdiagnosis and the waste of resources on unnecessary care.”\(^9\) Launching the new campaign in 2013, \textit{BMJ} editor-in-chief Dr Fiona Godless explained that “winding back unnecessary tests and treatments, unhelpful labels and diagnoses won’t only benefit those who directly avoid harm, it can also help us create a more sustainable future.”\(^9\)

\* Dr Ray Moynihan has had a long-term interest in the problem of too much medicine, is a long-time contributor to The BMJ, and is co-chair of the Preventing Overdiagnosis scientific steering committee www.preventingoverdiagnosis.net
As part of the BMJ’s Too Much Medicine campaign, the journal has launched an on-going series of peer-reviewed articles, each focussing on a condition where changes to the disease definition, or lowering of diagnostic thresholds means that many more people are being labelled as patients – raising concern about the risk of overdiagnosis.10 Examples from the current series include: a controversial expansion of the definition of gestational diabetes which overnight triples the number of pregnant women labelled11; evidence that many women diagnosed and treated with osteoporosis may experience more harm than good12; and concern that screening for the new condition “pre-dementia” will produce overdiagnosis among the elderly13. Another example from the BMJ’s series on overdiagnosis may be of particular interest to nephrologists – the widened definition of chronic kidney disease that label many older people without symptoms as “diseased”14 and is the subject of on-going controversy.15

Another key aspect of the BMJ campaign is the journals partnership with the multi-disciplinary Preventing Overdiagnosis international scientific conferences. The conferences were launched in 2013, with highly successful meetings in Dartmouth College in the US, Oxford University in the UK, and the NIH in Washington in the US.

In 2016, the 4th Preventing Overdiagnosis conference will take place much closer to Portugal – this time in Barcelona, on 20-22nd September, 2016. If you are interested in learning more about too much medicine and how to wind it back, the conference is a great place to meet those working in the field – researchers, clinicians, consumers and policy-makers. And if you’d like to put in a scientific abstract to present at the conference, submissions close on March 31.
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